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Enterprise Network
Security Coming to
a District Near You

“We also needed one, integrated system to
manage the entire network and maximum processing power to avoid traffic bottlenecks with
students logging in and out all day.
“For us, it was all about the throughput. That’s
why we chose the Fortinet integrated security
platform. We needed comprehensive support for
our current BYOD needs and increased scalability
for the coming years through 2020.”

By Annie Galvin Teich

INTRODUCTION

Security breaches are big news these days as consumer and government networks buckle at the hands of expert hackers and
have given rise to next-generation enterprise-class security technologies powerful enough to head off denial of service attacks
and other malicious threats. While district leaders have always
been concerned about network safety, the security stresses they
face now are sophisticated and powerful enough to disable the
network and disrupt the learning environment of thousands of
students. As schools transition to an all-digital curriculum, the
volume of traffic, security breaches and potential network disruption call for comprehensive enterprise-grade protection.
NEW SECURITY PRIORITIES
And the pressures are many. While increased traffic is the primary driver, there are new federal and ethical mandates to protect
student information. Add to that the flood of mobile devices into
schools and the shift to a digital curriculum has accelerated the
demand for bandwidth, connectivity, and security. Increased demands on networks have exposed core challenges such as lack
of capacity and inadequate threat management. Schools and districts that focused on devices before infrastructure quickly discovered that their networks could not support the increased traffic
of those devices. In many cases, networks shut down and security was compromised. In a digital learning environment, network
down time and security breaches are unacceptable.
As network traffic increases, district networks need to replace
or expand their firewalls and maximize content filtering in addition
to guarding against increasingly sophisticated external attacks.
Also, proactive compliance with CIPA, COPPA, and FERMA regulations require that districts rigorously filter content to protect
students from inappropriate materials.
All of this is driving school districts to reevaluate their security strategies and consider upgrading the most vulnerable parts of
their networks to more enterprise grade solutions.
WHAT DOES ENTERPRISE-LEVEL SECURITY MEAN TO SCHOOLS?
Many school networks evolved over time with individual software
programs added on top of one another. This patchwork of programs for firewalls, content filtering, and protection against ad-
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ware, malware, and data leakage left networks vulnerable.
Today’s complex networks require more extensive frontline security measures that support increased traffic and growth of concurrent sessions. Networks require comprehensive “best in class”
features including firewalls, content filtering, antivirus, intrusion
prevention, threat management, anti-spam, and traffic control integrated on a comprehensive security platform.
With either 1:1 or BYOD initiatives, the network must support a significant increase in the number of users, devices, and concurrent sessions while not sacrificing performance or security. During testing windows, application usage often needs to be controlled to give priority
to students taking benchmark assessments. A major BYOD concern is
the complexity of the onboarding process. Districts want this to be as
seamless and self-service as possible so that users and their devices
are authenticated without the direct involvement of tech staff.
As a result of increasing complexity, many districts are rethinking how they build out their networks by refocusing on the kind of
digital learning environment they want to create for their students
first, and then determining the network infrastructure they need to
build to support that learning environment. Most district networks
are a blend of legacy and new technology, so districts are creating
device-agnostic networks where the type of device used can vary by
student age, learning objectives, or even teacher preference.
Not only do districts need to scale their infrastructure, they
need to manage bandwidth, connectivity, speed, and security without increasing staff time. In the past, districts have needed separate software applications to manage different functions, such as
content filtering, data loss protection, and threat management.
However, enterprise-level software can help districts create operational efficiencies by consolidating multiple solutions and providing additional protection while reducing staff time to support it.
Enterprise-level security manages the complexity of district-wide networks while minimizing disruptions to end-users as
they engage in digital learning activities. This type of system also
provides granular reporting for compliance regulations.
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CYPRESS-FAIRBANKS ISD CHOOSES ENTERPRISE-LEVEL SECURITY
Enterprise-level security was the only option for Cypress-Fairbanks
ISD in Texas. Technology leaders within the district wanted to build a
network that would support a BYOD culture for 113,000 students in
87 schools. Fortunately, they are a district with both vision and funding, as their community approved a $1.2B bond referendum, which
included $217M for technology upgrades. Although they searched,
district leaders could not find another district that had embarked on
such a large and comprehensive technology upgrade. So, they adopted an enterprise-level security solution, and in the process have
become a district that can serve as a model to others.
More than 100 people over six months were involved in the longterm planning phase for the comprehensive network upgrade.
Cypress-Fairbanks wanted to both support the initial volume of
devices to be deployed, while continuing to scale the network for
increasing demands through 2020. The district sent out an RFP for
best-in-breed solutions that focused on capacity, reliability, ubiquity, security, redundancy, resiliency, and mobility.
Although there was pressure to purchase devices, their research
showed that kids already had devices, even if they were just smartphones. Tech leaders estimated their network would need to support one BYOD device per elementary student; two devices per
middle school student; and three devices per high school student.
Today, given the upgrades they made, the Cypress-Fairbanks network can support 500,000 simultaneous sessions.
Cypress-Fairbanks’ BYOD traffic is managed in a separate data
center from their mission critical operations. Because their research
showed that virtually all students had at least one device, the district
created a “neighborhood-based” network so that indoors and outdoors, there is high-speed Internet access anywhere on every campus, including outside the buildings, allowing the district to provide
access to students who do not have home Internet service.
“To provide that level of support, we needed more firewalls,”
said Frankie Jackson, chief technology officer for the district.
“We now have 11 firewalls.

MERCED UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT:
CREATING A COLLEGE-LEVEL SECURITY CAMPUS
When district leaders at Merced Union High School
District in California wanted to onboard 10,000
Chromebooks for their 10,000 students and
1,000 faculty and staff, they began by thinking
about the kind of learning environment they
wanted to create. They modeled their design on
what they saw on college campuses – students
working alone and in collaborative groups anywhere on campus – not just in the classroom.
Planners did not begin with the devices. In fact, they made that
decision last. To prepare students for college and career they
wanted an open learning environment that would give students
access to web resources and digital tools. The device itself was not
the important piece. Professional development and building infra-

About Fortinet’s Secure WLAN Solution
With its unrivalled breadth of built-in security and application control capabilities
Fortinet’s secure wireless LAN solution is uniquely
equipped to tackle district challenges with enterprise-level
security with the least amount of complexity and lowest
total cost of ownership.
With Fortinet, school districts can:
• Interconnect their schools
• Centrally administer BYOD policies
• I mplement world-class security to combat the constant
threat from malware and viruses
•C
 omply with regulatory requirements such as CIPA in
the US or equivalent child protection legislation in other
countries.
Fortinet’s integrated platform and application framework eliminates gaps left by individual point products and
maximizing control at a low cost of ownership.
For more information,
visit www.fortinet.com/solutions/education.html
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structure had to be done simultaneously, and the devices were the
last piece of their design.
“Everything we do is about the kids,” said chief business officer Alan Peterson. “We are providing our students more than the
technology. We are providing them opportunity. We have taken the
proactive measures necessary to ensure that students are provided with unlimited digital learning services.”
Shifting from the idea that the technology had to be locked
down and regulated to giving students freedom to explore and use
web-based resources such as Google Apps for Education (GAFE)
was a significant change in thinking. Also, this “One to Web” initiative required a state-of-the-art infrastructure to support it.
Initially, as the district IT team began adding Chromebooks to
the network, the firewall and web filter buckled. They were not able
to handle the increased demands. So IT Manager Anthony Thomas
evaluated six different security providers on four criteria: cost, consolidation, ease of management, and scalability. He selected Fortinet
because, “They had 40 Gbps of throughput and could sustain the
number of required concurrent sessions while also providing robust
content filtering and granular reporting. Fortinet would also scale
with our projected bandwidth growth for the next four years.”
Once Fortinet was installed, the district team brought their
newest school online first as a baseline test. They put 40 kids in
each classroom simultaneously on YouTube, and the network did
not collapse. That was the volume of traffic they wanted to support. As they moved to the older schools, they had to retrofit the
entire infrastructure, including firewalls and content filtering.
Anthony Thomas said, “We removed our aging content filter and firewall and consolidated those point solutions into
one comprehensive security platform. Not only did the Fortinet
product provide additional security features and redundancy, it allowed us to save more than $30,000 a year in subscription costs.”
“Many districts realize lower total cost of ownership (TCO) with
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Enterprise-grade security
solutions like those from Fortinet combine many separate
point solutions like firewall,
web filtering, and advanced
threat protection into a single
high-powered platform that
provides better management,
scalability and cost savings.

our security solutions,” said Bryan Wood, Fortinet’s VP of Education. “Our enterprise firewalls can replace multiple individual solutions with a single integrated platform that is more comprehensive, cost-effective, and easy to manage.”
As they begin the new school year, the Merced Union High
School District has consolidated multiple security point solutions,
has realized a significant cost reduction/lower TCO, has a network
that can now support millions of concurrent session, provides for
additional growth over the next four years, and has proactive compliance with CIPA, FERPA, and HIPAA. This is particularly important
as schools cannot get E-Rate reimbursements for their network or
infrastructure costs if they are not compliant.
CONCLUSION
The goal of schools across the country is to keep students safe
and prepare them to be successful in school and career. Both of
these are at risk if our school and district networks cannot support
the demands of a digital learning environment while protecting our
students and their personal data. There is no magic technology
bullet. But while supporting 1:1 and BYOD initiatives, the end-toend Fortinet security platform features enterprise-level security to
help educators balance content and collaboration, content filtering
and threat management, as well as meet federal and state compliance requirements all from a single platform.
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